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Who we are

Your Real team

We let you know briefly who we are as part of the
team in Real



Real

The most personal digital marketing and communication agency. 

We pamper your strategies and offer effective solutions and real 
data, without forgetting that people's hearts are the most important 
thing.

We work with you in a simple and traditional way, aware that 
closeness, empathy and clarity are one of the pillars that we all want 
in our day to day.



Real –Mission

Help companies in their communication and marketing strategies, in a 
transparent, artisanal (careful and with care), close and friendly way.

Provide effective solutions.

Be accessible to all types of brands, whether large with high budgets, 
as well as those that consider themselves small with few resources to 
access these services.



Sergio Flecha and Alba Prieto

We gather more than 15 years’ experience working for more than 60 
brands. 

These are some of the beautiful things they say about us:

“Sergio was my direct communication partner in 
supporting B2B and B2C sales for London City 
Airport in market Spain. His support was 
broadly ranged from online sales and media 
communication to co-presenting London City 
Airport at (travel) industry events. Sergio's 
industry knowledge, his positive can-do 
attitude and pro-active professional conduct 
certainly contributed to London City Airport's 
successful introduction into the Spanish market. 
I have no hesitation in recommending Sergio. 
He is a fine individual, a dedicated professional 
and also - important- fun to work with. In case 
of future co-business opportunities for market 
Spain, I would be happy to work and partner 
with him.”

Elke Spiegel,
Head of Sales Continental Europe - London City 
Airport

“I had the good fortune of working with Alba 
and seeing her skills first-hand when it came to 
being part of a multidisciplinary team 
(marketing and public relations, in this case). As 
well as being a really hard worker, Alba is 
extremely flexible when it comes to facing 
challenges outside her usual areas of expertise 
and her ability to learn is second-to-none. I 
would definitely recommend Alba for any 
communications, marketing or public relations 
projects.”

Verónica Álvarez,
Public Relations Manager Spain - Expedia 
Group





Some brands Sergio and Alba have worked with



Some brands we work (or have worked) with at Real



We have participated with talks and trainings:

Both of us, Sergio and Alba, will be teachers at the On & Offline Marketing in Tourism Master by Travelteca from
October 2022 to June 2023. This master is only for travel agents.



Real’s Method
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Restart

Accelerate

Educate

Lead

Conect with us and restart. 

Tell us about your current situation and what your goals are. There is 
nothing more beautiful than talking and being listened to, right? 
We wait for you with a coffee.

Thanks for being part of the change.

We will study how to help you, prioritizing your real needs and discarding 
everything that is unnecessary.
Step by Step. Enjoy this adventure.

As a team: Get to work.

In accordance with the strategy, we will comply with the calendar, but 
being flexible to make the appropriate adjustments in each action. 
At Real, people are the important thing. You are important. Smile.

Analyze: Improve and lead.

At the end of the road, we will analyze the results to see the achievements
obtained as well as improvements to be applied in the future.
It is time to celebrate.



The Jordan Tourism Board wanted to take advantage of its participation in Fitur 2022, the
international tourism fair that is held annually in Madrid, for different purposes.

Objective (What did the client want?):

• Schedule meetings with stakeholders, from wholesale and travel agencies, to airlines,
associations and other entities in the tourism sector to see possible ways of collaboration
in which to support the destination welcoming more Spanish travellers.

• Giving visibility to the Minister of Tourism who attended along with the delegation from
the Jordanian Tourism Headquarters.

• Expand the new branding of the destination, “Kingdom of time”, among travellers and the
Spanish tourism sector through Public Relations actions (appearing in the media).

• Enhancing relations with the tourism industry and journalists at a Jordanian-themed
evening event.

Jordan Tourism Board: best practice



Approach (How did we help the destination?):

• According to the client, at Real we started working well in advance (at the
beginning of November when the fair was held in mid-January), which allowed us
to contact the stakeholders when they had not yet begun to fill out their agenda
and were more available for meetings, interviews, etc.

• As for the meetings, we made a wide selection of the main players in the market,
as well as those that, even though they were smaller, were relevant to the
destination due to their specialization in sports, nature or religious tourism, for
example.

• Regarding the media, we worked in advance on a series of interviews within the
framework of Fitur. Moreover, we reacted quickly on the days of the fair to attract
media to the stand for interviews. We also provided support by writing and
sending a press release about the new branding.

Jordan Tourism Board: best practice



Results (What did we get?):

• The number of appointments that we attended at the stand during the fair doubled
compared to the destination previous participation at the fair.

• The total number of interviews managed was 10, both with the Minister and with a
spokesperson who spoke Spanish (well above what was expected by the client, who
had only had one interview on the previous Fitur edition).

• Attendance at the event: a total of more than 100 people enjoyed the evening (20 of
them journalists). A very relevant number considering the pandemic situation.

• Gathering interviews and the press release, the destination has obtained more than
25 impacts (posted articles) in the media and with a potential of reached persons of
95 million. Some media in which Jordan has appeared were Antena3 TV, Vanitatis, El
Mundo, TeleMadrid, EsRadio or Rac1, among many others.

Jordan Tourism Board: best practice

Video recap here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10DUoXqqIfTvo6vW56oaY3s31d6vzIoTt/view?usp=sharing


Testimonials (What did the client say about our work?):

Mr. Hakim Al-Tamimi, Jordan Tourism Board:

“Working with Sergio and Alba for Fitur 2022, both public relations to get
coverage in the media and organizing appointments with the professional
tourism sector, has been a real pleasure. On a day-to-day basis, the
closeness and ease with which they carry out every detail has caught our
attention, highlighting their efficiency, effectiveness and professionalism.
Without a doubt, they have exceeded all our expectations, the results were
better than expected, and, of course, we will count on Real again for future
projects of the Jordan Tourism Board in Spain”.

Jordan Tourism Board: best practice



Travelteca, the first online school created by and for tourism professionals, held the second
edition of its Online and Offline Tourism Marketing Congress in May 2022

Objective (What did the client want?):

• Announce the congress and the opening of registrations.

• Give visibility to Travelteca as organizer of the congress.

• Position Ángela Fernández as an expert in tourism marketing, at the head of Travelteca and
organizer of the congress.

• Improve relations with the main media in the tourism sector for future Travelteca actions.

Travelteca: Best practice



Approach (How did we help?):

• Following our values, from Real we make a proposal adjusted, not
including unnecessary services to achieve the goal marked. A plan
based on concrete and tactical actions.

• The work began a month before the celebration of the congress to have
time for the preparation of the materials and the announcement of the
congress.

• We focused on the press release announcing the opening
of inscriptions touching the “pain point” of the attendee at
the congress. In this case, when addressing travel agents, the
communication focused on the benefits of the congress and was
distributed among all the media in the tourism sector in Spain.

• We followed up to reconfirm that they had received the information, we
managed individual requests from some journalists and, finally, we
prepared a results report that includes all the coverage generated with
this project.

Travelteca: Best practice



Results (What did we get?):

• The congress registration opening press release generated more than 25 hits in the
media and their e-newsletters with an audience of more than 1.8 million.

• Reached repercussion in the tourism sector media and, furthermore, in the marketing
and communication sector media.

• Practically all the media in the tourism sector published the press release, such as:
Hosteltur, Agenttravel, Preferente, Smart Travel News, Gran hotel Turismo,
Expreso.info, Gazette del Turismo, Soloagentes, Tourinews...

• Regarding improving the relationship with the media, Soloagentes created a video
with statements by Ángela Fernández explaining the congress in a television news
format and, on the other hand, Travelteca and Tourinews have valued an alliance for
the next congress in 2023.

Video “agent news” here

Travelteca: Best practice

https://www.soloagentes.com/agent-news-ii-congreso-de-marketing-turistico/
https://www.soloagentes.com/agent-news-ii-congreso-de-marketing-turistico/
https://www.soloagentes.com/agent-news-ii-congreso-de-marketing-turistico/


Testimonials (What did the client say about our work?):

Ángela Fernández, Founder of Travelteca and organizer of the
congress:

“Very happy with the work of Alba Prieto and Sergio Flecha from
Real Marketing and Communication. The media are already
beginning to publish news about the II Congress of Online and
Offline Tourism Marketing. This week I had the pleasure of being
able to meet them in person and they are not only great
professionals, but they are also one of those people with whom it
is a pleasure to work, that everything is easy, fluid and happy.

If you also want your business to appear in the media
communication, I cannot recommend you to anyone better”.

Travelteca: Best practice



“The difference between what’s 
real and what isn’t is in the 

heart”

John Forbes Nash



Spanish market overview

You will find some key data about how Spaniards
travel, how is the trade sector as well as the media 

landscape



• Spain, in the South of Europe, is a constitutional monarchy and it is divided in 17 Regions and 2
autonomous cities.

• The total population is almost 47 M inhabitants
• The capital city is Madrid

Some data about the economy situation
• GDP for 2021: + 5.1%
• GDP forecast for 2022:

• Bank of Spain: +4.1%
• Spanish government: +4.3%
• IMF: +4%

• Unemployment rate: 12,6 %
• Salary average: 1,641 € / month

Covid 19 figures:
• Total infected in Spain: 13.4 M
• Total diseases: 113 K
• Total vaccinated: 41 M

General info about Spain



Due to the Covid-19 situation, figures have changed the trend they had previously. Now that we are recovering, the situation will be, step
by step, similar to the previous one.

Outbound tourism was an increasing trend, even if the Spanish market was still mainly inbound.

Main outbound airports: Madrid and Barcelona, followed by Malaga, Bilbao and Valence.

We avoid any figure about expenditure because the Spanish Statistics Institute offers this amount with no distinction between short and
long haul, thus it counts the same a trip to Portugal as one trip to New Zealand.

For outbound trips, the main months are July and August. But depending on the destination, there are more and more people travelling in
December, as well as in Easter (March or April, depending on the year).

How Spaniards travel
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Total Spain (inbound) Abroad (outbound)

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total outbound trips 15.139.656 15.732.052 17.289.487 19.402.264 20.119.745

Outbound / Total 8,6% 8,6% 8,9% 9,8% 10,4%

Increase against previous year 3,9% 9,9% 12,2% 3,7%



The pandemic has changed the overview of the travel industry in Spain, where there are some
wholesalers that had to close their business (mainly those specialised on outbound trips) and there
have been many acquisitions or groups gathering in one.

In general terms, there are approximately 250 wholesalers, this including those only with B2B sales
and those that are B2B and B2C (increasing trend).

After several months with restrictions, travel agencies have already reopened and air traffic is coming
back to normal in the main airports.

Current situation has stopped the MICE industry and now it is coming back to normal in inbound.

Tourist behaviour impacting the trade:

• FIT is an increasing trend. And more and more, travellers decide to plan and book by their own for
those destinations they feel comfortable like European destinations and those they feel they
know or they feel safe to travel like USA, Japan, Thailand…

• Trade industry is focused on “hooked” destinations, where the traveller usually needs help from a
professional and for honeymoon trips (for the security feeling – “everything will go smooth as
silk”).

• Nature, ecotourism and less know areas are a trend for the Spanish travellers, as well as other
aspects including gastronomy or local culture.

Travel industry in Spain



Travel is a sector with presence in several media, from TV and radio programs (national and regional) to travel magazines, travel
industry media, and travel sections and supplements in general information newspapers and lifestyle magazines.

Depending on the media, they usually bet for those destinations getting more clicks (Ibiza in summer, for instance) and for those
almost nobody knows.

Nature, open air spaces and relax have become one of the ingredients in several articles about trips.

Media consumption: mainly Internet (84% of Spaniards), TV and radio (we do not include “exterior” – OOH – because it is not a
media, but an advertising format).

Spanish media overview



Thank you very much!



“All you can imagine is real”

Pablo Picasso



www.marcomreal.com hola@marcomreal.com

mailto:hola@marcomreal.com

